European Data Storage Company, GRAU DATA AG, Partners With
North American Storage Technology Reseller STORAGE CLARITY

Offering Simplified Deployment, Operation & Compliance of Disk-based Archive
Storage Systems

Calgary, Alberta, Canada - January 19, 2010 - GRAU DATA AG, a global data storage
technology company, announced today that it has signed North American Reseller,
Storage Clarity, to resell its FILELOCK disk archiving software in North America.
As a reseller of FILELOCK, Storage Clarity will be able to offer customers simplified
deployment and operation of disk based storage and take advantage of compliance
enabling features such as WORM data authenticity, time based file retention and
extended file security. FILELOCK brings powerful competitive advantages to resellers
seeking to complement their NAS and SAN disk storage solutions with software which
enables key archiving functionalities.
Graham Irving, President of Storage Clarity noted, “With FILELOCK from GRAU DATA
AG, Storage Clarity will now be able to market a comprehensive total storage offering
that includes archiving as a key area of growth to our partners and customers.
Customers who need to look into effective and robust archive data storage with an
additional requirement for legal compliance will now benefit from the solution.
FILELOCK not only offers secure archiving on existing spinning disk solutions, it
connects transparently to applications in our key vertical markets, including
Government, Financial Services, Healthcare, and Legal”
“GRAU DATA AG is very pleased to be working with STORAGE CLARITY because of
their wealth of experience with the needs of markets and customers in the archiving
space,” commented Herbert Grau CEO of GRAU DATA. “Their ability to offer best-ofbreed disk storage solutions along with FILELOCK software to their customers and
partners will provide excellent value to customers seeking a cost effective and open
archiving solution.”
About GRAU DATA AG
GRAU DATA AG offers unsurpassed Windows and Linux based archive software
solutions, which reduce risk, optimize performance and minimize compliance issues for
users at 100’s of organizations worldwide. Based on its in-depth understanding of
archiving, GRAU DATA AG developed its ARCHIVEMANAGER and FILELOCK
software to help organizations comply with industry regulations while utilizing open

systems hardware solutions. The company supports organizations in government,
manufacturing, finance, education and healthcare industries. Established in 1999,
GRAU DATA AG is a privately held company with headquarters in Schwabisch Gmund,
Germany, and sales offices in various locations in North America and Europe. For
press inquiries, please contact Andy Richards at (303) 973-2568 or
andy.richards@graudata.com. Additional information on GRAU DATA AG is available
on www.graudata.com.
About Storage Clarity
Storage Clarity is a full service value added reseller and integrator specializing in
archiving, compliance and data-protection storage solutions and services. The
company's goal is building lasting partner and customer relationships to deliver
innovative, reliable, and cost effective solutions. Established in 2009, Storage Clarity is
a privately held company headquartered in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. For press
inquiries, please contact Graham Irving at (403) 764-1320 or
graham@storageclarity.com. Additional information on Storage Clarity is available on
www.storageclarity.com

